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Supporting Treatment in Inverness & Easter Ross

DELTA TARGET 75 Service Users from Inverness & Easter Ross referred through NHS
Referral Source
Sources—Actual Total 140
ACI, 2

Ca le House, 17

CPN/CMHT, 29

Os prey (i nc Smart Only),
53
Beechwood, 35

Poppy Scotland, 2 HMP, 2
Cale House

Osprey (inc Smart Only)

HMP

Poppy Scotland
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Other Training includes accredited courses such as Emergency First Aid at Work
( replaced Heart Start ) and Construction
Skills in a Working Environment with a
new course, Portable Appliance Testing
being delivered in 2016/17.

7

Voluntary Work outcomes are high and
given the length of unemployment of a
high number of service users this is a positive step in a return to employment and
maintaining recovery. This includes volunteering with Apex at Horses in Clover and
The Corbett Centre but also external
sources including British Heart Foundation, The Liberty Project, Sign Post Handyman Scheme, Sight Action, Everything
Baby.
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Acupuncture as Relaxation Therapy continues to provide clients with a resource
to learn and practice relaxation without
resorting to drugs & alcohol.
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All projects and activities are well attended, have proven meaningful in terms of
positive outcomes.
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CPN/CMHT

Apex Delta Programme continues to be
well supported from referral sources working within the recovery community in
Inverness & Easter Ross.
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Self-Management and Recovery Training
is popular and now an embedded
alternative for those in Recovery

Outcomes
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Acupuncture (39)
39

Heartstart (2)
18

John Muir Award (14)
2

Smart (104)
14

Other Training (18)

Voluntary (47)
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Methodone

NOPR

Subtex/suboxone

Poly Drug Use

NPS

Cannabis

We asked service users about their main problematic substance misuse which the chart shows. Those who identified
themselves with poly drug use included NPS, Street Drugs such as Valium, Ketamine (1 injecting user) Amphetamines,
Dihydrocodeine, Gabapentin, Cannabis and Cocaine. Cannabis is widely used amongst a proportion of service users
with only 2 whom consider it problematic and use no other substance. While most clients on Methadone
and Suboxone are on Reduction Programmes there is always the risk of them using street drugs to top up. Again there
is a significant amount of alcohol users who also do not perceive cannabis as a problem and may have experimented
with other street drugs and NPS. Of the 4 using NPS only, 2 had be hospitalized at Raigmore High Dependency Unit on
multiple occasions.

The benefits...
Reduced
withdrawal
symptoms from drug and
alcohol use
Deeper and better sleep
Reduced cravings
Reduced stress and irritation

Highland

Improved appetite

Auricular Acupuncture & Mediation as
Relaxation Therapy
Auricular (or ear) Acupuncture is a specialised complimentary therapy where acupuncture points on
the outer ear are treated using pins and magnets to help relieve many symptoms and complaints. The
treatment is a powerful and effective way of dealing with anxiety in the mind and the body and associated symptoms. After treatment you can expect to feel much calmer, thoroughly relaxed and focused.
The 5 points used in Auricular Acupuncture are



Shenmen Point which calms the mind, reduces stress and helps to promote sleep.



Sympathetic Point promotes the release of the body’s endorphins which helps with pain relief and is believed to relax the
internal organs.



Kidney Point helps improve kidney and digestive functions and gives relief from kidney damage caused through substance misuse.



Liver Point helps the liver repair from damage and is believed to keep emotions and the body’s system working smoothly.



Lung Point is involved with immunity and protects the
body from disease. It also helps with breathing, circulation, aids and accelerates the rate of detox.

Motivational Interviewing
& Positive Change
MI & Positive Change underpin all Personal
Development practice with service users at
Apex on an individual and group basis. It is also
written in to our Self-Assessment Tool, and Action
Plans to ensure we offer a client led service.
We piloted one group in July which consisted of
6 service users attending 3 sessions for this six
hour course. Those attending were given the
opportunity to consider ambivalence, potential
actions, aspirations towards behaviour change
with regards to their use of substances.
The sessions followed the format of Engaging &
Exploring Lifestyles, Exploring Ambivalence
&Perspectives, Broadening Perspectives & Evoking Change, Moving into Action & Planning .
Using Stages of Change, OARS, Readiness to
Change Rulers and Values Cards allowed us to
access our ultimate aim of a substance free lifestyle or not, but also, what would assist in our sustaining recovery such as education, training,
employment and personal development .
We also looked at our Desire, Ability, Reason and
Need for Change the our Commitment, Action
and steps to be Taken.

Best practice has been developed, adopted and
used as part of SMART Recovery Training in the
Community Group Sessions at Osprey House and in
one 2 one session with DELTA Service Users at our
Unit. Of the six participants in the pilot 2 have gone
into paid employment, one is a Peer Mentor with
Apex, two participate in voluntary work in the community and all remain in recovery.
In addition to Motivational Interviewing for Groups
Training delivered by NHS Highland, further Motivational Interviewing for Individuals Training was
accessed in February and March 22016.
“The group allowed me to consider my options and
create a firm and detailed action plan, it was also
quite creative and fun” Barry service user

Apex Champions facilitate SMART Recovery in the
Community at NHS Drug & Alcohol Treatment Day
Centre, Osprey House, Raigmore Avenue every
Friday from 1.30 – 3.30.

50 Groups, 110 Service Users,
436 attendances
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SMART Recovery in the Community continues to go from strength to
strength with services users supporting each other.
4 Point Programme
Building and Maintaining motivation to change behaviours
Coping with urges
Managing thoughts, feelings and behaviours
Living a balanced life
SMART group users helped
“I like the SMART meetings
because I get a lot of
identification and information and because people
talk about now not
yesterday”

design the banners we displayed at Glasgow Recovery Walk 2015
SMART Group users have
also attended Harm Reduction clinic for Naloxone Train-

“The meetings at Osprey
House on a Friday give me a
better understanding of
recovery, that I must listen,
learn and participate. It
encourages positive thinking
”
“Its great talking to other
people, we all have different
views and different
addictions”
“ Attending SMART has been
very important to me over
the past 18 months. It’s never
repetitive or boring, it stimulates my mind to rethink my
actions and behaviours
surrounding my addictions
and recovery from them”

ing, HMP Porterfield Open
Day,

Tibetan

Buddhist

Monk Gelong Thubten’s successful public talk, a fascinating explanation on the importance of Forgiveness. SMART group has also hosted
NHS Student Nurse Placement, Social Workers, ACI Counsellors and
Apex Grampian volunteers. SMART OSPREY House Group’s mission is to

Exercise influence over one’s own motivation,
thought processes, emotional state and

patterns of behaviours.
“ Its easy to relate to each other, one addict to another, realising we are
all human, fallible and on the same journey of recovery, everyone fears
relapse. I view my negative behaviour as less prevalent today because I
really hear what others are saying and am keen to learn new ways of
coping with my ongoing addictions. One day at a time”

“SMART Recovery Meetings have a feel good factor
that other meeting do not”

’Being part of something really good and
worthwhile with people from all over
Scotland, such a brilliant day’
Barry, Service User

In conjunction with Highland Drug & Alcohol
Partnership, Apex attended the 5th annual Recovery Walk in Glasgow organised by Scottish
Recovery Consortium. The SRC engaged with
Highland by hosting ‘Walk Warm up’ event at

The Walk then left Glasgow Green, with 2000 par-

the Centre for Health Sciences at the end of Ju-

ticipants celebrating as they walked through Glas-

ly. Attended by professionals and service users,

gow City, receiving applause and encouragement

an agreement was made to have a client led

from every street corner and from a packed

focus group to allow their input at every level

George Square. A truly unforgettable moment

including the designs for the Highland Ban-

which anyone could only describe as life affirming

ners .Further meeting were held at Osprey House

and truly inclusive, a nation at its best.

and Beechwood House with Apex SMART clients
engaging well and also helping source in-kind
donations in preparation for the event.
Commitment was proven t 7am Saturday when
15 wonderful representatives from Apex turned
up on time and smiling. Staff, peer mentors service users and families, all willing to celebrate
their recovery journeys together and with the
rest of Scotland.
The event started with a very sobering remem-

The Walk then returned to Glasgow Green to continue

brance ceremony for all those loved ones whom

their remarkable day, with Speakers sharing, local

had lost their lives through active addictions by

bands and a street film festival with Recovery themes.

throwing a red rose into the Clyde during a mo-

Representatives from a plethora of Community Projects

ment’s silence.

provided massage, healthy diet initiatives, and recovery
information.

Speaking at the close, Kuladharini from Scottish

The journey home was part sleep and part contin-

Recovery Consortium said

ued celebration.

"Today, five years after the first recovery walk

Crossreach’s Beechwood House hosted an appropri-

took place in Glasgow, we can see direct evi-

ate recovery lunch the following day of the walk

dence of another quantum leap forward in the

where we shared a delicious meal and Apex SDS

recovery movement in Scotland. The movement

Alistair McDonald presented the walkers with The

is maturing and seeing itself as part of a wider

Apex Medal for Outstanding Achievement. Apex

community of change makers in Scotland. 2000

service user Darren also presented Crossreach with a

walkers from every part of Scotland demonstrat-

scaled model of Beechwood House. This new and

ed the wealth of talent that had been lost to ad-

inspiring hobby has stuck and Darren continues

diction, now fully and beautifully reclaimed in

model and craft making. Nine months in Recovery

recovery. We can all only benefit from that”

Darren had beamed with pride all weekend.

‘The whole weekend was marvellous, days that I
will never forget ‘ - Marie, Service User

.”‘The end, with the Serenity Prayer, I had a lump in my
throat. Kuladharini ( Scottish Recovery Consortium )
was inspirational, I gave her a hug at the end’
Barry, Service User

RECOVERY MATTERS
Scottish Recovery Consortium delivered 2 days of
workshops attended by Apex staff and service users
in January & March 2016.
‘Achieving Recovery Quality Standards’ was an
excellent and challenging workshop delivered by
Kuladharini
in January and was followed by
‘Recovery Matters’ in March, hosted by Ann Marie
Quigg. Throughout both workshops frontline staff were
challenged and empowered to shift their treatment practice to focus on recovery from addiction.
Apex staff & service users whom participated in
Recovery Walk Glasgow look forward to working in
partnership with Highland Drug & Alcohol Partnership
at this years Stakeholder Day in May with the screening of Recovery Walk 2015 Film they contributed to
and to seeing all our new friends at

Recovery Walk 2016 Falkirk
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Gary had been attending
Construction
Skills
Certification
Scheme
Training & SMART INSIDE OUT
Programme co-facilitated by
Apex Scotland in HMP
Porterfield until his release in
October 2015. Gary made
good and insightful decisions
pri or
to
his
release,
accepting support from HMP
Throughcare
Officers.
Supported accommodation
was put in place at Cale
House in Inverness. He did
not want to return to his
native Elgin, the town where
his drinking continually got
him into trouble. After a
career as a Chef, Gary also
identified this as a high risk
situation
and
new
opportunities could be
sought.
Prison routine had kept Gary happy and he knew that structure to his
days would keep him out of trouble. He immediately started attending
SMART Recovery in the Community at Osprey House every Friday,
where his openness, honesty, difficulties and aspirations were
appreciated by all the group members.
His physical strength and excellent work ethic were utilized at 2 days of
Outdoor Voluntary Projects . He was an excellent team member at
Peddinston House Horse Sanctuary on the Black Isle, building fences,
repairing stables and mucking out. The Community Gardens at the
Corbett Centre in Inverness had become overgrown, neglected and
our Challenge Team set about cutting back, pruning on a very large
scale.
Working with Gary on a one 2 one basis we identified his lack of
Photographic ID, Birth Certificate and access to a bank account.
These barriers often seem insurmountable with the financial assistance
of the DELTA Programme each was accessed within a month. Without
the prospects of a bank account its hard to imagine getting a job and
getting paid.
Gary received a SMART 12 week attendance certificate and also John
Muir Awards, Discovery & Explorer for his volunteering on the outdoor
projects. Gary’s determination to change was embedded in prison
and it was no surprise that in February 2016 that he was offered a paid,
permitted hours contract through a local social enterprise.

“ Getting support when I was released, having
something to do with my time and being around
people who were trying to stay clean and sober
made all the difference this time ”

We first met Connor when he turned up for SMART Recovery in the
Community at Osprey House on a Friday afternoon. His drinking had
been getting him into trouble with the police, drunk and disorderly. He
felt motivated to try and make some changes to his behaviours. After
speaking to him privately, we discovered he was a resident at Aonach
Mhor, a 14 bed community based Mental Health Unit in Inverness.
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He identified that he had not much to do on a daily basis resulting in
boredom and the desire to drink. He met the criteria for entry to the
DELTA Programme and in a very person centred manner we
encouraged Connor to come along to the Apex Unit, get involved at his
own pace with any of the projects he may find desirable.

Apex had just started a new Outdoor Project at the Corbett Centre in
Inverness restoring their Community Garden which had become overgrown and neglected.
Connor got involved , enjoyed it, kept coming back and began to come out of his shell. He
enjoyed the team work and sense of purpose it gave to his day.
Connor added another day to his routine attending the Horse Sanctuary also. Mucking out
alongside everyone else he had become a very valued member of the Outdoor Projects Team.
Still attending SMART on a Friday and it was clear from listening to him how much his activities
were having a positive impact on his week, his care and his potential to resettle in the
community.
Beginning to look towards the future Connor started Construction Skills in a Working Environment
Course with Apex in March and achieved his SQA component and is looking to complete in the
near future.

“It’s been good to be focused on something, some days I still have trouble
getting out of bed in the morning but things are changing”
Highland Peer Mentor Presented With 25,000th John Muir Trust Award
September 18, 2015 Inverness Courier
The 25,000 John Muir Award was presented to Ms Grace Moir, Volunteer Peer Mentor (Apex Highland) at
Forest Lodge, Abernethy Forest, Headquarters of the RSPB. The certificate was presented to Grace by
Aileen Macleod MSP, Scottish Minister for Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform. The minister
paid tribute to Grace’s voluntary work which currently exceeds 300 hours and also recognised the contribution of Apex Scotland’s partnership working with the John Muir Trust over the past 8 years

DELTA
Sits in 30 acres of land and is

Raine Supreme: affectionately known as “Raine with

a private animal sanctuary

no brain”. Now 6, she was trained to race as a 2 year

for numerous horses, dogs, chickens, geese and

old. This beautiful dark bay filly broke down What

ducks run solely by the professionally retired hus-

acceleration 0 - warp speed in nanoseconds! She is

band and wife team. Whilst the animals were

absolutely gorgeous with a friendly character and

Horses in Clover

quite happy, running the place with no external
help meant that Winona and Bill were in need
of some assistance to give the sanctuary a
facelift and some TLC. And so the challenge
began! From the outset Apex client volunteers

just loves cuddles. She tries her hardest to play with
the other big horses but they are all too old and dignified. Raine has recently started her education with
the view to being re-backed.

and staff have helped Winona and Bill with daily tasks for the animals such as feeding, mucking out and grooming, as well as taking on the
large number of general maintenance jobs
which were required around the sanctuary such
as cutting back overgrown gorse bushes, repairing of damaged/old fences and drystane dyking; clearing out the burn; lopping overgrown
trees; repairing stables and strimming grass. The
Apex clients have thoroughly enjoyed the experience. One said “I put 110% into everything (I
did) there. It has helped me and the sanctuary”.

36 Service Users in recovery spent a
total 1344 hours doing volunteering
at Peddiston House during winter,
spring, summer and autumn from
April 2015 until March 2016
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APEX CHALLENGE TEAM tackle the
overgrown and unsightly Corbett
Centre Community Gardens and
receive John Muir Conservation
Awards as congratulations

Apex Chief executive,
Alan Staff, presents
Darren with numerous
awards including John
Muir
Conservation
Award for his work
done at Corbett Centre as part of Apex
Community Challenge
Team.
The Corbett Centre is a
NHS Day centre for
adults with a learning
disability. The community gardens in which
the centre sits had become neglected and
overgrown
deterring
staff and patients from
using it safely.
From October 2015 the Team have been cleaning up litter, the autumn leaves and commenced cutting back the
overgrowth. Some team members having been learning on the job, landscaping and a bit of tree surgery, while others
have professional skills and loads of experience, “ I would rather be working for nothing, doing something useful
and that I’m good at. Makes you feel part of the community” said John whom has professional experience.
Apex Chief Executive Alan Staff heaped praise upon them for their contribution to Apex and the Merkinch community
and commented upon their team spirit. The project is ongoing every Thursday and the team are hoping to reap the
benefits of their hard graft in the summer months.

Professional Development, Networking
and Skill Sharing
Delta Personal Development Mentors have had a busy
year but continuous training and learning are vital to our
service. PDM’s and Service Development Manager
attended Holyrood Conference 'Legal highs': where
do we go from here?, with contributions from Crew
2000 & katydrugsanorack from Scottish Drugs Forum in
October 2015.
The same staff returned to Edinburgh in March for another Holyrood Conference ‘ Alcohol : In a Community
Justice Setting’ with presentations by SPS Through Care
Officers and Dr Lesley Graham, Associate Specialist
(Public Health), Information Services Division, NHS Scotland.
NHS Highland Harm Reduction@ Samantha McCulloch
visited our Unit to deliver NALOXONE Training to staff and
service users .“I’ve overdosed myself a few times

and am lucky to be alive. This was a brilliant opportunity to learn such a simple method of preventing
it happening to someone else, excellent” Steven,

‘Motivational Interviewing with Individuals’ was
provided by inspiring NHS Training Providers over 2
day in February and March 2016 in Inverness and
continues to be embedded in our practice and
services.
We continue to input at the Highland Services Forum
Meeting on a quarterly basis and our PDM’s attend
fortnightly Discharge Meeting for persons attending
Osprey House 2 week Drug & Alcohol Programme.
Apex Personal Development Mentors have shared
best practice and an insight into third sector organisation hosting day placements for NHS Students from
Community Mental Heath Teams, RNI Substance Misuse Services, Osprey House and Criminal Justice students from The Castle.
We have assisted Smart Champions from other organisation shadow how SMART groups are run. Staff
& Service Users have been involved in focus groups,
feeding back to Care Commission & Highland Drug
& Alcohol Partnership and look forward to doing the
same this year.

Our New Weekly Programme
We Currently Have Places Available on the Following
Days
MONDAYS
DELTA

One 2 One Personal Development Sessions
TUESDAYS
Construction Skills in a Work Environment 10-4pm
One 2 One Personal Development Sessions
WEDNESDAYS
Construction Skills in a Work Environment 10-4pm
One 2 One Personal Development Sessions
Acupuncture & Meditation as Relaxation Therapy
1.30 -2.30pm
Animal Sanctuary Voluntary Outdoor Project
One 2 One Personal Development Women Services
Counselling Sessions
THURSDAYS
Construction Skills in a Work Environment 10-4pm
Corbett Centre, Inverness, Voluntary Outdoor Project
One 2 One Personal Development Sessions
One 2 One Personal Development Women Services
Counselling Sessions
FRIDAYS
Self Management and Recovery Training (SMART)
1.30-3.30pm

at Osprey House, Raigmore Avenue, IV2 3DZ
NB: Monthly Courses First Aid in the Workplace
Portable Appliance Testing
To refer onto these courses please contact our office on (01463) 717033, email:
highland@apexscotland.org.uk or you can refer through our website by clicking on this
linkhttp://www.apexscotland.org.uk/your-local-apex/referrals/?local=Highland

